
  KLU CSE- NSS CELL   

                      EVENT REPORT 

 

Event Name: Tree Plantation & Swach Bharath.                   Date: 28-07-2017 

Venue: Athmakur village, Guntur(dt) 

NSS Cell of Dept of CSE of K L University has Conducted “Tree plantation and Swach Bharath” 

on 28thJuly 2017 in one of the village adopted by the K L University i.e, Athmakur. As a part of 

this,  NSS Volunteers  NSS In charge from department of CSE are involved.. 

On the day of the event, all the NSS volunteers and NSS faculty Incharge of the parent 

department started from the college at 9.30 am in bus with plants and reached the Aathmakur by 

10.00 am. After reaching the Athmakur, all the volunteers are again divided into 3 groups by the 

faculty in-charge with 2 plantation groups and 1 group for Swach Bharath and so as to ensure 

that the volunteers covered most of the village premises.  

All the volunteers actively took part in this. The plantation has been done by the volunteers in 2 

different major places and some vacant lands. The volunteers showed enthusiasm to plant the 

trees in ‘Nirmala School Road’ and ‘Govt. School Premises’. Some of the plants are also planted 

in vacant lands. The Swach Bharath volunteers eagerly sprayed insect repellents in the drainage 

canals, mixed the bleaching powder and sprayed the bleached powder. All the volunteers divide 

the tasks among themselves without any hesitation and every one lead their way towards the 

success of the event. 



 

Fig. NSS Volunteers with plants & Chief Advisor of Aathmakur at Govt. School Aathmakur 

 

Some of the volunteers also spread door to door awareness about the “SWACHH BHARATH& 

PLANTAION” and its importance and also how to keep the surroundings clean thereby 

protecting themselves towards mosquitoes and insects. They also spread awareness about the 

importane of plants in the nature. 



 

                                 Fig. Faculty In-charge & Volunteers planting Plants 

 

Fig. NSS Volunteers with Govt. School Head Master and others after planting a tree 

 

 

NSS In-charge (CSE)         HOD-CSE 



 


